THEY WROTE TO US

« The new Savarez Cantiga Premium basses string are FABULOUS, FANTASTIC !!! I will use them in the Japan tour. »

« This new Savarez Cantiga Premium set is the best of the best. He is so powerful, brilliant ... The set offer so much colors and nuances. The strings are just perfect!! »

« The sound is fantastic I play these strings for over three months, they are still in a perfect condition »
The 1st, 2nd and 3rd strings are composite ALLIANCE trebles, acclaimed for their unique brilliance and sound projection. The trebles are the same as in the Cantiga Alliance sets.

NEW CANTIGA PREMIUM BASSES are elaborated with very new raw materials. Their production lead to develop new machines controled by computers based on new technologies.

SAVAREZ has created the so demanded set combining the advantages of nylon for the E.1 and B.2 treble strings and of Alliance composite for the G.3 string. The trebles are the same as in the Creation Cantiga sets.

The 1st, 2nd and 3rd strings are top quality clear nylon trebles called NEW CRISTAL. The high characteristics of this nylon give the string its rich, beautiful and clear sound. The trebles are the same as in the New Cristal Cantiga sets.

SAVAREZ has created the so demanded set combining the advantages of nylon for the E.1 and B.2 treble strings and of Alliance composite for the G.3 string. The trebles are the same as in the Creation Cantiga sets.